DSSA Update
Costa Rica – March, 2012
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Goals for today
• Update you on our progress
• Raise awareness
• Solicit your input
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Charter: Goals and Objec>ves
Report to par>cipa>ng SO’s and AC’s on:
– Actual level, frequency and severity of
threats to the DNS
– Current eﬀorts and ac>vi>es to mi>gate
these
– Gaps in the current response to DNS issues
– Possible addi>onal risk mi>ga>on ac>vi>es
that would assist in closing those gaps
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Unpacking some terms
Our charter speaks to “Threats”

Threat‐events (what happens) should not be
confused with:
• Adverse impacts ‐ that may result
• Vulnerabili8es ‐ that allow them to happen
• Predisposing condi8ons ‐ that inﬂuence adverse
impact once they’re under way
• Controls and mi8ga8on – that reduce likelihood
and impact
• Threat‐sources – which exploit vulnerabili>es to
ini>ate them
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Ac>vity since Dakar
• The working group has:
– Developed a protocol for handling
conﬁden>al informa>on
– Selected, and begun to tailor, a
methodology to structure the
remaining work
– Begun the detailed analysis of the risk
assessment
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Methodology – NIST 800‐30
Ra>onale

• Using a predeﬁned methodology will save
>me and improve our work product
• Reviewed several dozen alterna>ves
• We selected this one because it’s:
– Available at no cost
– Ac>vely supported and maintained
– Widely known and endorsed in the community
– Reusable elsewhere in ICANN
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Risk models define the key terms used in risk assessments including the risk factors to be assessed
and the relationships among those factors. These definitions are important for organizations to
document prior to conducting risk assessments because the assessments rely upon well-defined
attributes of threats, vulnerabilities, and other risk factors to effectively determine risk. Figure 2
illustrates an example of a risk model for adversarial threats including the key risk factors
associated with the model and the relationship among the factors. Each of the risk factors is
described in greater detail below and used in the risk assessment process in Chapter Three.

Methodology – NIST 800‐30
Example – Adversarial Risk Model
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Risk Framing

Beneﬁts:
• Consistent terminology
Threats
• Shared model
A threat is any circumstance or event with the potential to adversely impact organizational
• through
Structured
operations and assets, individuals, other organizations, or the Nation
an informationwork
• Sample 7deliverables
FIGURE 2: RISK MODEL WITH KEY RISK FACTORS FOR ADVERSARIAL THREATS
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Reproducibility refers to the ability of different experts to produce the same results from the same data. Repeatability
refers to the ability to repeat the assessment in the future, in a manner that is consistent with and hence comparable to
prior assessments—enabling the organization to identify trends.

Where we are…
Approach

Launch
Iden>fy Threats &
Vulnerabili>es
Analyze
Threats & Vulnerabili>es
Report

We are here – gefng started
with this phase of the work
We are hoping to have a high‐level
version of this done by Prague
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Where we are…
Status

• 43 weeks (or 43 hours) in
• We’ve developed substan>al (and reusable)
– Data
– Methods

• Given our resources, pick any 2 of 3 going forward
– Detail (iden>fy vs. analyze high‐risk scenarios)
– Speed (6 months vs. 36)
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Where we are…

Determina>ons – Threat events and level of impact
Level of Impact:
In the worst case there would be broad harm/consequence/
impact to opera>ons, assets, individuals, other
organiza>ons and the world if any of these threat‐events
occur. And in all cases there would be signiﬁcant problems
for registrants and users in the zone.
Threat events:
• Zone does not resolve
• Zone is incorrect
• Zone security is compromised
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Where we are…

Determina>ons – Nature of impact

• Damage to a cri>cal infrastructure
sector
• Damage to trust rela>onships or
reputa>on
• Harm to individuals
• Harm to assets
• Harm to opera>ons
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Where we are going
• Vulnerabili8es – severe and widespread?
• Predisposing condi8ons – pervasive?
• Controls and mi8ga8on – eﬀec>ve and deployed?
• Threat sources – how broad is range of impact, what
are their capabili>es, how strong is their intent, are
they targe>ng the DNS?
• Ini8a8on – what is the likelihood that a threat‐event
will happen?

• Given all of the above – what are the high‐
risk scenarios?
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Ques8ons?
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How we work
(design credit ‐‐ CLO)

Live chat
Par8cipants

Polling
Deﬁni8ons

Agenda
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Charter: Background
At their mee>ngs during the ICANN Brussels mee>ng the
At‐Large Advisory Commimee (ALAC), the Country Code
Names Suppor>ng Organiza>on (ccNSO), the Generic
Names Suppor>ng Organiza>on (GNSO), the
Governmental Advisory Commimee (GAC), and the
Number Resource Organiza>on (NROs) acknowledged
the need for a beJer understanding of the security and
stability of the global domain name system (DNS). This
is considered to be of common interest to the
par>cipa>ng Suppor>ng Organisa>ons (SOs), Advisory
Commimees (ACs) and others, and should be preferably
undertaken in a collabora8ve eﬀort.
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Methodology – NIST 800‐30

Special Publication 800-30

Guide for Conducting Risk Assessments

________________________________________________________________________________________________

Risk Management Hierarchy

2.2 APPLICATION OF RISK ASSESSMENTS

As stated previously, risk assessments can be conducted at all three tiers in the risk management
hierarchy—organization level, mission/business process level, and information system level.
Figure 4 illustrates the risk management hierarchy defined in NIST Special Publication 800-39,
which provides multiple risk perspectives from the strategic level to the tactical level. Traditional
risk assessments generally focus at the Tier 3 tactical level (i.e., information system level) and as
a result, tend to overlook other significant risk factors that may be more appropriately assessed at
the Tier 1 or Tier 2 strategic levels.
STRATEGIC RISK
- Traceability and Transparency of
Risk-Based Decisions
- Organization-Wide
Risk Awareness

TIER 1
ORGANIZATION

- Inter-Tier and Intra-Tier
Communications
- Feedback Loop for
Continuous Improvement

TIER 2

MISSION / BUSINESS PROCESSES

TIER 3
INFORMATION SYSTEMS

TACTICAL RISK

The methodology presumes
a 8ered approach to the
work
• DSSA is chartered to look at
the broadest, most general
>er
• However it may be useful
to pursue one or two
deeper, narrower analyses
of speciﬁc threats once the
“survey” work is complete

FIGURE 4: RISK MANAGEMENT HIERARCHY

Risk assessments support organizational risk response decisions at the different tiers of the risk
management hierarchy. At Tier 1, risk assessments can affect, for example: (i) organization-wide
information security programs, policies, procedures, and guidance; (ii) the types of appropriate
risk responses (i.e., risk acceptance, avoidance, mitigation, sharing, or transfer); (iii) investment
decisions for information technologies/systems; (iv) procurements; (v) minimum organizationwide security controls; (vi) conformance to enterprise/security architectures; and (vii) monitoring
strategies and ongoing authorizations of information systems and common controls. At Tier 2,
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Problem: the evalua>on per NIST
methodology does not scale

It’s all about choices • Threat tree could easily
grow to over 1000
permuta>ons
• Prune the tree along
the way, in order to
focus on the highest
risks
• Leave a framework
that can be used to
address:
– New things
– Changes
– Greater detail
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Conﬁden>al informa>on
Note: Sensi>vity, amribu>on and
release to public are determined
by info‐provider

Sensi8ve

Not sensi8ve

Not aJributed to source
(transmimed through
trusted 3rd party or
summaries of Type 1
developed by sub‐group)

Type 2:
Distributed to sub‐
groups only.
(Info‐providers
determine ul>mate
distribu>on)

Type 3:
Distributed to DSSA and
public
(“sani>zed” info from sub‐
groups and other non‐
amributed informa>on)

AJributed to source

Type 1:
Distributed to sub‐
groups only
(under NDA, most‐
protected)

Info‐provider
authorizes
release

Conﬁden>al
info must
never pass
through this
path. This is
the
exposure of
informa>on
we’re trying
to prevent.
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Type 4:
Distributed to DSSA and
public

